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Una Europa alliance
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Student mobility in Una Europa alliance
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Students’ mobility in Europe is a broad market. 

11 
higher education institutions 

11
European countries 

Over 500.000 students
students (Bachelor, Master and PhD). 

100.000 university staff
teachers

2019-2020 2020-2021

Total number of mobile students within the alliance at 
all cycle levels (Bach, Ma, PhD), including on physical, 
virtual and blended mobility

563 874

Total number of students registered within the alliance 
(all higher education institutions)

454100 417622

Creation of an ecosystem in which all students move seamlessly, virtually and physically

Exchange diplomas and credits between the institutions of the 
consortium and beyond in a secure and fraud-proof manner.



Objectives
Digital transformation within our universities providing trust and privacy
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A new way of sharing information: 
Self-sovereign pattern



De-centralized trust 
model of issuers



User in the centre of information sharing
Wallets mediate user interactions with universities, future employers …
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The Una Europa multi university pilot



EBSI Multi university pilot
Exchange of digital identity, Student identity, Transcript of records and diploma’s



Scenario 1 – Studying abroad

(1) Eva, as a Spanish citizen, engages with the Royal Spanish Mint website to obtain a 
Spanish Verifiable-ID credential 

(2) Based on her digital identity she applies for and obtains a Bachelor Degree from the 
University of Rovira y Virgili in Spain. The University of Rovira y Virgili issues a 
Verifiable-Diploma.

(3) Eva applies for a Master degree at KU Leuven University in Belgium and uses her 
Spanish Verifiable-ID and Verifiable-Bachelor diploma in the simplified application 
process. KU Leuven issues a Verifiable-Student ID

(4) In the context of her KU Leuven program, she goes on Erasmus for a period of 6 months 
at the University of Bologna in Italy. The University of Bologna issues a Verifiable-
Transcript of Records for the credits Eva obtained.

(5) In order to get her diploma at KU Leuven in Belgium, she needs to share the list of 
course taken in Italy that is verified and recognized by the KU Leuven University.

(6) Eva obtains a Master Degree from KU Leuven. KU Leuven in Belgium issues a Verifiable-
Diploma.

BE

IT

ES
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Imagine that all of this is actually used

Mobility of students

Reduce time and 
improve reliability of 

student onboarding at 
the receiving and home 

university

Erasmus

Happier students and
administrations

Enrolment of students

Student onboarding (cross 
country, students from

secondary schhols)

Student in control to ensure 
privacy: The SSI approach allow 
users to have all the verifiable 
credentials they hold in one 

place, the personal wallet, and 
to control these credentials and 
their consent is required to use 

them.

LifeLong Learning

Collect micro credentials
accros institution

Alumni

Access to educational 
environments

Moocs

E-elarning platforms

Administrative applications

Impact on mobility
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Ready to get started?
Reach out to us to learn more!
Send an e-mail to 

FNMT: José Manuel Panizo Plaza <josemanuel.panizo@fnmt.es> (Spain)
URV: Lluís Alfons Ariño Martín <lluisalfons.arino@urv.cat> (Spain)
KU Leuven: Ellen Lerouge <Ellen.Lerouge@kuleuven.be>

Jan Du Caju <Jan.DuCaju@kuleuven.be> (Belgium)
Unibo: Sergio Storari <sergio.storari@unibo.it> (Italy)

Gataca: Contact | How can we help? (gataca.io)

mailto:Ellen.Lerouge@kuleuven.be
mailto:Ellen.Lerouge@kuleuven.be
mailto:sergio.storari@unibo.it
https://gataca.io/company/contact

